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ABSTRACT

Fluvial sandstone channels in the Cretaceous Inyan Kara Group in western
South Dakota have variable thickness and texture, causing variability of the
hydraulic conductivity. Pumping tests 'in two 120-ft thick sandstones at a pro-
" posed, in-situ leach uranium mine in, the Dewey/Burdock area provide hydraulic

i , conductivity data. The hydraulic conductivity in the upper sandstone (Fall
, River Formation) is approximately OA5 ft/day and the lower sandstone (Chilson

Memberof the Lakota Formation);, is -approodmately 1.56 ft/day. These data,
-along with the prevailing gradient of -the potentiometric surface, yield an aver-
age groundwater velocity for these two sandstones in the Inyan Kara Group of
approximately 66 ft/year.

A groundwater velocity determination, of 5,480 ft/year in the Inyan Kara
" " • Group ,near the Dewey/Burdock site was based on 1963 tritium data (Gott et

:• -,al., 1974). This value seems very high, and' cohtradicts the velocity based on hy-
.. .draulic~conductivity, but if valid, indicates fast groundwater movement through

very permeable units or through fractures,
An important environmental consideration following the abandonment of this

proposed uranium mine is that the groundwater will migrate down gradient and
may contain a high concentration of dissolved uranium (with daughter prod-
ucts radium and radon) and selenium. The rate of movement of these elements
would be less than the groundwater velocity because of retardation associated
with geochemical reactions related to changes of pH and •xidation/reduction
potential.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper contains information about the hydrogeology and permeability of
a Cretateous sandstone aquifer in South Dakota called the Inyan Kara Group.
Particular attention is focused on the southwestern Black Hills area where an in-
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Figure I. Phntogrmph o• the Rapid Creek weter gap in Rapid City, as seen from the top of the
Alex )Jhnson-hotel. The-OM" is on the Chtlson Member of the Lakota Formation. The .closer
sandstone is the Fall River Formation. The two Cretaceous sandstones dip easterly at approxi-
mately 20 degrees.

situ leach (ISL) urafiim niimihe is planned. T-he purpose of this paper is to evalu-
ate the permeability of the Inyan Kara Group and to ascertain the groundwater
vel6city and potential for contaminant transport from this mine.

The hiyan Kara aquifer, originally called the Dakota aquifer, underlies much
of South Dakota and is one of the most famous aquifers in the United States.
In the Black Hills area the Inyan Kara Group contains two prominent sandstone
strata, the Chilson Member of the Lakota Formation and the overlying Fall River
Formation (Figure'1).,,

Darton (I 909)- >nducted some of the. earliest hydrogeologic studies of this
aquifer. Gries (198) dvevoped a stratigraphic model showing that the Dakota
Sandstone in eastern South Dakota is roughly equivalent to the Newcasde For-
mation and the Inyan Kara Group in western South Dakota. Schoon (1971)
studied facies within the Inyan Kara Group and showed that the sandstone units,
such as the Chilson Member, are fluvial channel units in the Lakota Formation.
Keene (1973) studied the Inyan Kara aquifer in Fall River County and found the
potentiometric surface in western Fall River County slopes southerly. Strobel et
al. (2000) showed the potentiometric surface elevation for the Inyan Kara Group
in the southern Black Hills. Bredehoeft et al. (1983) examined alternate theories
for regional; recharge to this aquifer. and concluded that much recharge occurs
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Aure '2. Diagrammatic geologic cross section showing, strOtigrdphy of the Inyon Kara Group
in the so•thern Black Hills (from Gott et al. 1974). The, Fall Rivel, Sandstone is showq- as Kfmns.
anttd' hfilson sandsione member of the Lokota Formation is shown as Klcs,., ThIe'two main
soraftone un'its show great variability in thid •,essfiom the Wyoming borde thr;o fIqewey,

, s 9•)' & e A. ( -t603

from~le~age from overlying shale, Case (1984' and trer etaan. (d003)s+{owed
rpicak[i~abilii values. for f Ayan KarK ai aifer.-
let~hjrd+'geo +c mapp in 1he south rn Black Hills was conducted by the

a i•. cal Survey (US's) in the 195bfan'd'6 for the purpbse o•7* _iat-

ing urainium resouries. Figure 2 is a gross section of the-14yan Ka~ra Group in
the ýsou'thwestern flank of the uplift showing •tratigraphic facies auidthe variable.
thickness of thii' unit..... ........

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY DETERMINATION

Several published reports quantitatively document the hydraulic conductiyity
(K) of the Inyan Kara Group (Table 1). Information concerning the data shown
in Table I and other studies is given below.

Table I. Permeability data for the Inyan Kara Group (Driscoll et al. 2002)

r Hydraulic Conductivity (ft/day) Transmissivity (fliday)

Niven (1967) 0-100 -

Miller and Rahn (1974) 0.712 178

Gries et al (1976) 1.26

Bredehoeft et al. (1983) 8.3

Kyllonen and Peter (1987) - 0.86 - 6,000

- Niven (1967) measured the permeability of cored samples from outcrops in
the Black Hills and found the mean hydraulic conductivitý of the Lakota Forma-
tion is 22.5 ft/day and the Fall River Formation is 4.8 ft/day. Bredehoeft et al.
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(1983) pointed out that "one would expect the outcrop to yield higher hydraulic
conductivities than exist in the subsurface". Using a best-fit model of western
South Dakota, Bredehoeft et al. (1983) determined a horizontal hydraulic con-
ductivity of 8.29 ft/day in the Inyan Kara Group sandstone units.

Based on a recovery test for a 2,300-ft well into the Fall River and Lakota
Formations at Box Elder, Miller and Rahn (1974) found the transmissivity (T)
to be 1,333 gpd/ft (equivalent to 178 ft2/day). Because the thickness (b) of the
two sandstone units at Box Elder is 250 ft, the hydraulic conductivity (K) is
0.712 ft/day.

Three observation wellf were used at Wall,* South Dakota, where a pumping
test showed anisotropic t tansmissivity (Rahn 1992). The 3,300-ft deep wells are
open to the Lakota For'nation, and the sandstone thickness is approximately
200 ft.'lhe transmissivir averages 2,400 gpd/ft (321 W/day) and storativity is
0.000,027. The average hydraulic conductivity is: K = T/b = 321 ft2/day/200 ft
- 1.60 ft/day. The principal transmissivity direction was found to be N 35°W,
interpreted.,s the paleodireetion of Cretaceous rivers.

'.An I 1,day constant discharge pumping test involving 13 observation wells
was conducted in the Lakota aquifer at TVA's proposed underground uranium
mine near Dewey, SottqhDakota (Boggs 1983). In this area the Cretaceous
Inyan Kara Group' dipsý approximately 5 degrees towards the west-southwest
off the Black Hills uplift and consists of two sandstone aquifers, the Fall River
Formation, typically 120 ft of fine-grained sandstone, underlain by the Chilson
Member of the Lakota Formationý 120 ft of fine-to-coarse grained sandstone
(Boggs and Jenkins 1980; Boggs 1983). Figure 3 shows these two units. The
pumping tests indicate the Lako-
ta at this location is exceptionally casMW0 CAM" .**ILA $it"

permeable, having a transmissiv- St""K

ity of 4,400 gpd/ft (587 fr/day). 0.
Boggs (1983) noted that this test
sit iqn an, area whetv the Lakota
is composed of a thick, exception-
ally coarse-grained sandstone.

A pumping test in the Chilson
Meiber'of the Lakoti Forma-
tion for the proposed Tennessee - u IML
Valley Authority (TVA•) 'under- ,M 000
ground mine at Burdock, South
Dakota, by Boggs and Jenkins W

(1980) indicated the& tansrmissiv-
itj is' appr6ximately 1,400 gpd/
ft (187 W/day). A coitotir map
of the dtawdown ,(B6ggs and Jen-s
kins, 1980, Figure"'19) shows a
slight elongation in the noith-
easterly direction [Note: Boggs
and Jenkins (1980) showed this Figure 3. Geologic log of Burdock well (Boggs and
map but mistakenly reported this Jenkins 1980).
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Figure 4. Map showing tritium distribution in groundwater'in the'tnydn "Karo Group (from Gott
et ol. 1974).,:.-

elongation is "...in a northwesterly direction".] The greater permeability ip the
northeast-southwest direction most likely reflects the qrientation of the Creta-
ceous stream charngls. The Chilson Member consists of 120 ft of fine-grained
sandstone and siltstwne; hence the hydraulic conductivity is 11.7 gpd/ft (1.56 ft/
day). A second test on the Fall River Formation found the transmissivity to be
400 gpd/ft (53.5 ftiaday). The Fall River Formation consists of approximately
120 ft of interbedded fine-grained sandstone, siltstone, and carbonaceous shale;
hence the hydraulic conductivity is 3.33 gpd/ft (0,45- ft/day). Subsequent
pumping tests for the proposed Powertech ISL mine in the Dewcy/Burdpck area
(Knight-Piesold 2008; Powertech 2009a, 2009b) indicate similar transmissivity
values to those determined by the TVA investigations.
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TRITIUM

An unusual insight into the permeability and groundwater velocity waspro-
vided by Gott et al. (1-974) who reported the presence of tritium in groundwater
in the Inyan Kara Group. near Brdock, South Dakota (Figure 4). The tritiun

ofiginated from the1 963 Pacific hydrogen bomb fallout. From the location
of the, tritiated groupdwater, Gott et al. (1974) determined that "...near the
confluence of Beaver Creek and the Cheyenne River, a flow of 15 feet per day
is yequired, to transmit tritium rain-out of the year 1,963 from the recharge, area
at tie jnysn Kara outcrop .tq the positions of the large tritium, concentration..."
No, supporting groundwgter velocity calculations were proyided by Gott et al.
(19.74), and this velocitypeems quitehigh. It is possible that there was a tritium
sam.piing error. If, in fac', the true velocity (Vj is 15 ft/day (equivalent to 5,480
ft/year),, two unlikely scenarios would be manifest:.

1. Hydrauli;,conductivity. The Darcy velocity (Vj, also called
.the "specific discharge", through an aquifer is equal to the true veloc-
ity (V,,j times t e. porosity .(here assumed to be. 10%). TherefOre:. Vd =

•: Y, ,(l•.rosity) =• #A.5,fday (Q. 1) =- t5 ft/4ay. .Nýer Burdock the ptn
• m etric surfaceIn, ip * nyan Kara Group slopes south-southwesterly

(Boggs and Jenkins 1980). TVA (1979) reported a hydraulic gradient,
of 9.8 ni/km in he lakota Formation, at the Burdock site. The .spac-,
ing of the equipotential contour. lines yaries locally, and in the Dewey/l.
Burdock area a head lows from 3.700 ft to, 3600 ft elevation 9qcurs ever a
.distance ofippprcirmately 2.4 piles. T gheforeiL = 100 ft/12,672 ft =

0.0079. From ,'ODarcy's Law" (Ra, 1996): V, = K (H/L); therefore the,
hydraulic condictivityj(K) -,,V /H/L = 1.50 ft/day/O.0079 = 190 ft/day;
,This value seems unrealistically high. For example, Bqggs and Jenkins.

,.(1980) show the hydraulic conductivity of the Fall River Formation at
,Burdock is only 0.45 fi/day..

2. Recharge rate. Consider the discharge .(Q) of groundwater
through 1 ft2 cross section of the Inyan Kara, aquifer having V, = 15 ft/
,day., ,With 10% porosity,, the, effective cross-sectionaI, area is 0.1 ft,

S,4nd the discharge 0hrough this -cross section would be:Q= v, A
J '5ft/day (0.1 ft) =i 1.5,,ft1/day._Adequate recharge from precipitation
on, Ityan.Kara,,outcrops is necessary. t9 sustain 'this discharge. Brobst
(1961) shows the Inyan Kara Group, in this area dips approximately
500 ft/mile (equivalent to 5.4 degrees); thus the discharge through
a horizontally-riented recharge area required to service a 1 :ft2 cross
section of sandstone,= 1.5. Er/day (sin 5.4 degrees) 1.5 (0.09427) =
0.1414 ft3/day, $ustaining this discharge would require 365 (0.1414) =
51.6 ft of precipitaiop. recharging annually on he outcrops. Obviously

this is not possibl.P . .

GQtt et al. (1974) could have over-estimated the groundwater velocity because
they underestimaxed the distance of transport. from the suspected recharge area
to .the sampling site. 'Figure, 4 shows the locations of wells and springs sample4l
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in 1967 for tritium. T-he distance to the Inyan Kara outcrops ranges from ap-
proximately one to five miles away. Gott et al. (1974) do not show calculations
supporting their velocity determination of :15 ft/day, but ýmost likely: they as-
sumed' a slug flow of tritiated water moved from the recharge area to the sanipled
well or spring site from rainout that fell in i960. [Note: tritiated precipitation
peaked'in 1963 (Freeze and Cherry 1979); Back et al. (1983) show tritiated rain
fell in the Black Hills area as early as 1953.] From Figure 4, fifteen feeti per day
appears to be the maximum velocity.

Another possible explanation for the presence of tritium in the sampled wellt
is that it entered the aquifer quite close to the samplifig locality. It may have
leaked downward through overlying shale (from Figure" 3 the Fall River Forma-
tioh 'is only 250 ft'depth). This explanation would support the model by Brede-
hoeft et al (1983) suggesting recharge tothe Inyan 'Ka&a Group occurs through
the overlying shale. Another possible explanation is that'tritiated water may have
leaked down along the casing of the sampled well. However this seems unlikely
since'many of the sampled sites are artesian wells or:ýpiifig&.

A study by Johnson ;(2012) shows recent tritium concentration data 'in this
area of up' to 15.3 tritium units. Considering that the-hafflife of tritium is, 12.3
years, 'these data may esserfially represent the same* 2teilag ,1967. except that the
tritium- has undergone radioactive decay.' This'indicates the'water is not m6ving
through'the, aquifer at 15 ft/day.

Another pos sible' explanation for the presence of tritium as shown in Figure
4 is 'that' in- 1963' it recharged the outcrops as visualized' by'y Gott et al. (1974)
but traveled along extremely permeable pathways. These dbuld- be fractures in
the sandstone (Figure 5) ýr very permeable conglomerate channels. Gott et al.
(1974)' poiht out that cross-bedded sandstone beeag t6ndtin 'many intertong-
ing lenses that vary from fine-grained sandstone td 'cOnglomerate with pebbles
greater than 'three inches in diameter. The aire~tion 6f dip of the crossbeds
within the sandstones indicates the paleostreams flowed northwesterly. Figure
4 shows the "Dewey Fracture Zone". This zone is shown oni geologic' maps as
the Dewey Fault by Brobst (1961) and the Dewey Fault arid Structural Zone
by DeWitt et al. (1989). Schnabel (1963) describes well-defined vertical joint
systems in' the Burdock quadrangle that typically strike N 75-85 degrees E and N

* 35-45 degrees E. The isograms of tritium content on Figure 4 seem to bend in
a manner suggestive that high tritium is associated with the fractures. While the

* 15 ft/day groundwiter velocity posited by Gott et al. (4974) seems enigmatic,
a possible explanation is that the tritiated water followed fractures, and did not
travel through the sandstone interstices. I :

Hydrogeologists recognize that at a specific local site groundwater may move
faster than the general regional flow. For example, in another Black Hills aqui-
fer, the karstic Madison Limestone, there are diffuse flvw'components as well as
solution-enlarged conduits that transport groundwater -very rapidly (Long and
Putnam 2004; Long et al. 2007). Back et al. (1983) used' i4 to determine the
age of groundwater over a large area of western South Dakota. At Midland, for
example, they found that the water was recharged 20,100 years ago, and using
10% porosity and the 260-km (162 mile) distance to the recharge area, they de-
termined that the velocity was 12.9 m/yr (42.3 ft/year). The hydraulic gradient
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FIgure . Photograph of "Hangm'an HirIin Ajd City showing the cross-bedded sandstone
(Chilson Member of the Lakota Fdrniation) and a pirnounced frbcture. .

in the, Midland area is ,1.7 X10-, anol the hydraulic cotiductivity was determined
to, be 24 X 10' m/sec (0 63 fi/day). This hydratlic onductivity is close to that
determined from pumping tests in Rapid .City (Greene and Rahn 1995). De-
spite these determipa~ions;of .ydraulic conductivity and ,velocity, locally there
arew onduits in the Madison Limestone that permit exceptionally fast movement.
For example, dye introduced into sinkholes along Boxelder, Creek was traced to
Gravel Spring in 68 minutes (Rahn and Gries 1973). The distance is 2,200ft,
so- the groundwater traveled at 47,000 ft/day. The dye was traced to Citj Spring
in Rapid City in 34 days (Rahn and Gries 1973; Greene and Rahn 1995). This
distance is 7.5 miles, so the groundwater traveled at 1170 ft/day. Unlike the
Madison Limestone, the Inyan Kara Group is not a karst aquifer; nevertheless
local high groundwatetwelocity may- ocur.. - - . . ..

-In ispite of the seefmiigy enigmatic tritium data, this paper shows a ground-
water yelocity determiiation throughthe two sandstones at the Dewey/Burdock
area in the conventi6nal manner using hydraulic conductivity data from pump-
ing tests. These calculations assume that no fractures or extremely permeable
conglomerate units are present, and that groundwater flows -through the sand-
stonein a manner predicted by Darcy's Law.

APPLICATION OF PERMEABILITY DATA TO
THE, PROPOSED DEWEY/BURDOCK MINE

The impact of the withdrawal of groundwater is an important part of, any
environmental assessment. The South Dakota Department of Environment and
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Natural Resou rces (SD DENR) approved the withdrawals for this JSL mine bU4
is currently involved in litigation over Powertechs proposed withdyVWal of`8sO0
gallons per minute ,gpm) from the Inyan Kara aquifer and>5ý 1 g omlhe
•aditon aquifer. Most of this water is pumped back in OAEaquifer•d is used
to introduce txidizing chemicals necessary for the soltMkni of the uraniun min-
erals. Actual Iwater consumed ("make;4p water") isest.ite4 b' Pwc6wefec Mo.
be only 170 •!im. TVe pre~iic~ed drav)own from groundw"er rithdr a
been ater Section of the'$'D DENa 14bsite IsNiot
in-deU d in t•lsape.Rather, the, emphasis OflS ppaper . td assess t6 natural

O- groundvkater..Ve ft in this aquifer since t blIs 1-•ra. factor for eq atig
the loeg-term i pacts of introducing cheniicAlkt ("- hts" into thi. aquifer.

A major c6an rfn -of ISL uranium mniminmgis the ciemistr of the residual

groundwter afP mining ceases, the rate of groundarater. r#avenient down-
gradknt ýý, I this aquifer, and the possibility of mixing wih water in orer
aquifers. .Studtes of, existing ISL mines have shown that dissolved uranium and.
selernium ie ofp~rficular concern (Borch et al. 2012). In order'to sesk the
environintn, lm t of residual groundwater following mining at he pro-
,posed iJcwe/Bu*ck pri6ject area, one can use pernmeability'dit4 'oprddict 'd
grouhdwate'•1•t•y in the channel sandstones ofthe iriyn Ki u1ripul,.

Foor the purpose of this paper, pumping test data ad: the conventional use of
hydraulic conductivi.ywith Darcy,' Law. were applied io.determine the ground-
water velocity. Table 2 summarizes aquifer parameters that are most relevant
to the proposed Dewey/Burdock in-situ leach uranium project. Figure 3 is a
geologic section of the Burdockwell used in a pumping test by Boggs and Jen-
kins (1980)'. The top of 'he'Fall River- FormAtion lies Af 250 ft depth and the
top' of the Chilson Member of the Lakota Formation lie a A430 ft depth. From
Table 2, transmissivity averages 365 ft2/d at the-ffreý Lakota'Formation (Chilson
Sandstone Member)'sites. The range of values, fromn18 to 587 ft/d, is caused,
by some degree, to ihe variable thickness of the sandstone. The coarseness of the
sandstone is certainly another reason for trahsmissivity variabilityj for example,
the largest value, 587 fi2/d, occurs where coarse-grained sandstone is reportedly
present.

Table 2. Relevant aquifer data (modified from Boggs and Jenkins 1980) -

Hydr. Cond. IkAness Transminsivity
Site Unit studied (ftld) (ft) (ft2/d)

Dewey. Lakota Fm. (Chilson) 4.92 - 120 587

Burdock Lakota Fm. (Chilson) 1.56 12Q,. 187

Burdock Fall River Fm. 0.45 120- 53.5

Groundwater velocity at 'the Dewey and Burdock area'ltari be estimated by
using the data from Table 2. The natural potentiometric surface slopes approxi-
mately WSW at a gradient (H/L) of approximately 0.0079. The effective poros-
ity has been reported at 17% for the sandstones in the Inyan Kara Group (Rahn
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1981), but this may be high since hydrogeologists using Darcy Law calculations
for other aquifers in the Black Hills area have used 10% effective porosities (Back
et al. 1983). For simplicity, in this paper, if one assumes that the effective poros-
ity is 10%, then the groundwater velocity can be determined as follows:

" Dewey area (Lakota Fm): V, = V/10% = K (H/L)/O.1 = 4.92
(0.0079)/0.1 = 0.389 ft/day (equivalent to 142 ft/year).

• Burdock area (Lakota Fm): V, = 1.56 (0.0079)/0.1 = 0.123 ft/day
(equivalent to 44.9 ft/year).

• Burdock area (Fall River Fm): V, = 0.45 (0.0079)/0.1 = 0.0316 ft/day
(equivalent to 11.5 ft/year).

An average groundwa ter velocity within the Inyan Kara Group at the Dewey/
Burdock area is assumed to be the average of these three velocities, i.e. 0.18 ft/
day (equivalent to 66 ft/year). [Note: this velocity is greater than the "maximum
natural groundwater velocity" of approximately 12 ft/year estimated by Pow-
ertech (2009a).]As shown in Figure .,,the Ijn Kara Group in the southern Black Hills has

comp!ex stiatigrapK, a* Jierce, h•s, consider•ile.,pngn~aIiliy varialit , The

Inyan Kara Group includes' permeable sandstone channels that Qculd ýary
groundwater faster than an average value of 66 ft/year. At some places the sand-
stone channels are not present. A crude estimate of the permeability variability
can be made by'comparing the hydraulic conductivity Walues from western South
Dakota pumping tests described in the above references. These values include.ý
0.94 (Miller and 1&hn 1974); 1.52, 1.47, and :1.85(Rahn 1992); 1.85, 1.73,
1.70, 1.53, 1.98, 0'.7, ind 0.17 ft/d (Boggs and'Jenkins 1980). Also using 8.3
ft/d (from Bredehotft'et&al., '1983) yields twelve values These values, have an
approximate log-norfial disttiburion, and hence the largest' 10% hydraulic con-,
duc;tivity value would be approximately 9 ft/d. For the velocity determinationb
of the three sites described above, average hydraulic eondtictivity is 2.31 ft/d,
Therefore, there is a 10% probability that the hydraulic conductivity would be
approximately 9/2.31 = 4 times that value. Another factor that plays an impor-
tant part of any senhiti'vity analysis is the effective porosity" which in this paper
is assumed to be 10%.

RELEVA14T HYDROGEOLOGICCONDITIONS
-IN FALL RIVER COUNTY

Figure 6 is a geologic cross section near Edgemont; South Dakota, illustrating
the typ61a0 geology'of much of southern Fall River Coufty. At Igloo, for ex-
ample, the Inyan Kara Group was encountered at 1,085 ft depth and the Madl-
son' Limestone was "nc6uftered at 3,590 ft.* The'potentiometric surface' of the
Madison at the Igloo rite is 3,700 ft elevation (Strobel et al'2000). This is above
the'land surface, and' creates a flowing artesian well. The p0tentiometric surface
of the Inyan Kara, on the other hand, is only 3,250 ft; this elevation is bel6w the
land surface. Under these conditions, it is very unlikely that groundwater could
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southern Fall River County..-.
Areleant groundwaterquality issue involves Powertec ' It i

disp9sal well into the Mimelusa or DeAdwoodJormaton. (Nuclear Regulatory
Commission 2012). Ra~n and Gries (1973) and Greene.0(999) showed that
there is a hydraulic connGection between the MinnelusA a Form"ation and the Mali
son Limestone at places. There is the possibility tatmthe Madison aquifer could
become contaminated with this waste.

DISSOLVED VS SOLID URANIUM IN. A SANDSTONE AQUIFER

The ISL mining process will dissolve solid uranium minerals that occur in the
sandstone. A consideration relevant for a pre-mining e;vironmental assessment
of an uranium ISL site is a comparison between the amount of uranium that is
naturally dissolved in groundwater and the amount of uranium found as solid
minerals in the aquif ner matrix.

For the purpose of these. calculations, a hypothetical'u~raniferous sandstone
aquifer simulating the Deey/Bundock area in the sGouthwestern Black Hills is
used, i.e., the 120 ft (36.6 m) thick ChilsonMember of the Lakota Formation.
An area underlying. 1 acres (4.047 ha) is used forsthese culadisons. Th. an cd-
stone at this site is nearly horizontal; hence theyolue mcan be anpproiimated as:
36.6.m (4.047 X 104h m) 2 1.48 X 106 MI .
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Solid uranium
According to t17 U.S. Senate (1972), as of October 1, 1963, iiranium

mining in the'Black H1ils totaled 367,497 tons (3.3339 X 10' kg) of ore;
this ore contained 1,352,,00 lbs (6.1327 X 10kg) 6f U308. Theac-
tual amount of uranium Within UtOJ ("yellowcake") can be determined
from the atomic weightsof uranium (238) and oxygen (16) as follows:
3 W238)/3 (238)'+ 8 (16) = 0.848 ='84.8%. Therefore, fromm the historic
mining data, the amount of uranium mined in Ithe southern Black'Hills
is 84.8% (6.1327 X 101 kg) = 5.2039 X 10' kg.

TVA (1979) reported that at the Dewey/Burdock area "...the ore
minerals coat sand grains and fifl interstices of complexly cross-stratified
sandstone along solution fronts similar to 'roll' type deposits..." For
hSopper, the proportion of uranium in the sandstone at the Dewey/

Birdpqk site is assufmed to be the same as the uranium in the ore hist0ri-
cally mined in the southern Black Hills. This proportion equals 5.2039

,X 10 kg/ 3.3339)X 108 kg = 0.0015609 = 0.1561%." Asuming the
sandstone weighs 2,20 gm/cm 3 , the mass of the sandstone at the Dewvey/
Burdo~ck site would ke 2.2YX 104 kg/mi (1.480 X 10' mri = 3.257 X 10'
'c. Assumingth~eor is dsrlbu~ted throuhout the sandstone, the mass

,o uranium in 'solid fQrrm within this sandstone is 0.00156 (3.25,70X
1010 kg) = 5.080 • 107 ,lg,. Interesi'ngly, this is equivalent to approx-"
mately 1 5% of all the uranium historically mined in'ite southern Black

Hills. Also od ipiterest is ihat at. the be5 wey and Burdock site Powertech"
,Uranium CorpWarion (2010) estinates the total amount ot U3O8 to be
10,$13,000 lb.r4.905 X 10' kg.]

Dissolved uranium
Williainsor a.d -Carter (2001) showedt data, on dissolved, uranium

in groundwater in the- Blck Hills. In the Edgemont area, the high-
,est conentration is approximately 30 micrograms per liter (lag/L), the
.same as U.S. Environmental Protection Age.c maximum permissible
concentration for drink'nig, Water. In the southern Black Hills, Oak
IRidge Gaseous Diffusion Plant (1980) showed uranium concentrations
,ill groundwater; 340 samples averaged approximately 10 jig/L, although
yaues up to .200 W/L were found. Groundwater in tretaceous rocks
typically had high yalues. TVA (1979) reported that, in 1977 the ,Bur-dockWell #1 haddissolved uranium ranging ftolm 0.10 to 9.50 ýg/L

and dissolved 224Ra ranging from 111.4 to 230.1 pCi/L. For this paper
it is-assumed that disso1ved uranium in the groundwaier at, this site has
a concentration of 30 jtg/L (equivalent to 3 X 160' kg/im). Assuming

.1 10% porosity, he ten-acre sandstone unit used for these calculations
contains 0. 10 (1.48, X.10 in') = 1.480 X 101 m' of groundwater. There-
fore the amount of dissolved uranium at this siteý is 1.48X 10" m' (3 X
.JO kg/m) =44.4 kg.
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Comparison
From above, the mass of the solid uranium under the ten acre site is

50.8 X 106 kg, and the mass of the liquid uranium' undorthis site is 44.4
kg. The ratio is 1.14 X 106: 1. Solid uranium (in the firm of minierals
such as carnotite, coffinite, uraninite, etc.) vastly exceeds 'the uranium
dissolved in groundwater. This indicates that 'ISL uranium mining has
the potential to dissolve vast amounts of uranium 'from its natural solid
form.

The originally proposed method of mining by TVA-at the Dewey/Burdock
site was to be a conventional underground mining meihod (TVA 1979). The
proposed, method of mining by Powertech (2009a, 2009b) is "solution mining",
known as "in-situ leach", also called "in-situ recovery". i'his method will utilize
chemicals pumped into the sandstone that dissolve the solid uranium' minerals.
Given the vast quantities of solid uranium that could be 'dis'bl6ved at this site, af-
ter mining ceases there will most likely still be a high conce~nration of dissolved
uranium (as well as other elements) in the groundwater. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (2012) notes "at the end of the uranlum -rec-`very process, con-
stituents that were mobilized' by tlhe lixiviefits remiin ihilt'.k' productioni aqutiifer.
The NRC requires that groundwater quality be restored'td'a" c'ncentration limit
estabished by the NRC." This water 'will migrate down gradient. Dissolved
uranium' generally precipitates in full redu d' 'zoines, but. uranium sorption

also depends on the presence of iron hydroxides Uohnson and'Tutu 2013, who
concluded '...the resulting uncertainty of uranium sotptin is qhite high.").
Although chemicals could be introduced to mitigate high'concentrations of dis-
solved uranium, its ultimate concentration is unknown.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS FROM ISL URANIUM MINES
A major concern of conventional or ISL uranhim mines 'is the fate of ra-

dioactive elements that remain in the area after'mining ceasesý. 'Environmental
impacts from conventional ura, nium mines in the Edgemont area dre 'described
by Rahn and Hall (1982).: '

A draft Environmental Impact Statement' (DEIS) foP the proposed Dewey/
Burdock ISL uranium mine was prepared by the Nudleir Regulatory Commis-
sion (2012). [The NRC refers to the in-situ-leach (ISL) r'iethod of solution' min-
ing as in-situ recovery (ISR) method.] The DEIS, available "on line", contains a
wealth of background environmental data but has •io post-mining groundwater
velocity determination such as given' in" this paper. Rather, 'the impacts envi-
sioned,by this project are discussed in terms' of tables showing "ratings". For
instance, NRC states the overall groundwater impact. .ill be "small to moder-
ate" and the "proposed mitigation measures will eliminate or substantially lessen
potential adverse enivironmental impacts." ' ' '' '

Following mining, the residual fluids in the projeci aici will begin migrat-
ing through the aquifer. A major concern about ISL uranium mines is that no
dissolved minerals or chemicals introduced into the mined zone should escape
the project area. Mining companies assure the public that this will not happen
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because, during operation, recovery wells surround the injection wells. Pres-
ently there are six active in-situ leach (ISL) uranium recovery mines in the U.S.
(Borch et al. 2012)., Hall (2009) studied two ISL uranium mines in Texas and
found that.dissolved uranium and selenium are the two elements most likely to
be above restoratioq, objectives, following termination of ISL operations.

In' nearby Crawford, Nebraska, the Crow Butte ISL uranium mine has been
in operation by Cameco Resources for 21 years. Coatings of coffinite, carnotite,
and uraninite occur in basal Chadron conglomerate beds 65 -135 m (213 - 443
ft) below the ground surface (Spalding et al. 1984). The Crow Butte mine
includes a system of 4,500 wells that use a solution of water, oxygen, and bicar-
bonate to dissolve uranium minerals and bring the liquid to a processing plant
on the surface, A system of monitoring wells on the perimeter of the mined
area. is used to detect any, excursions from the mine area. Dave Carlson, retired
from the Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality, commented that the
project has not neg tively affected the surrounding, ,.cquifers .(Woster 2012). ,A
website for the SD PENR states that the most commonly reported, problems
at the Crow Butte mine are spills from production fluids and leaks in pond lin-
ers. They alsq repo0qr that "otlgqr probtems include •exursions for process fluids
beypnd the limits ,of the prodputioný zone".

Commenting on efforts to restore groundwater at an ISL mine at the Chris-
tensen Ranch. area near Pumpkin Buttes, Wyoming, Lustgarten (2012) stated
that a Nuclear Regt4atory Com~nission report "... concluded that restoring wa-
ter. to baseline levels was .'not attainable,' for many of the contaminants, including
uranium.

SUMMARY

The chemistry of groundwater at an abandoned ISL uranium mirin will be
changed from its pre-mine condition. The amount ofchem'ica4 change, and the
groundwater velocity downgradient from the mined site are importantm for any
environmental assessment. The chemistry of this water wil! be greatly altered.
Elements such as uraniwm, radium, and selenium will be dissolved by chemicals
during the mining operation. These elements, originally were bound up within
the' lyan Kara aquifer as solid minerals. Solution ,mpiping, will set them free as
dissolved constituents in the groundwater. Their• concentration and mobility
within the aquifer is,,uncertain.

The ultimate fate of groundwater contaminants from an ISL uranium mine
depends on the groundwater velocity ýnd the natural attenuation that could
immobilize conitaminants such as uranium and selenium. In this paper, the
natural grofindwater velocity through the Inyan ,Kara aquifer in the Dewey/
Burdock area is determined to be approximately 66 ft/year.. If this relatively slow
rate is representatiye,. the average migration of contaminants from the proposed
Dewey/Burdock ISL uranium mine would not appear to be a great concern to
landowners who, live. miles away, The 1963 tritium, data showing much faster
velocity is an unresolved issue. It is not known if the data are accurate; but if they
are, there could be fractures or permeable conglomerate channels that transmit
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groundwater much faster than the velocity calculated by triditional Darcy Law
as presented in this paper.

Future research should include detailed hydrogeologic study of the permeabil-
ity of fractures and the coarse-grained facies of the Inyan' Kra Group as well as
quantification of the' chemical changes that could retard contaminant transport
in groundwater from an ISL uranium mine.
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